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In our changing world there are new security threats that can 
potentially affect any organization, but particularly those in 
government and military sectors. Security teams need to react 
instantly to changing circumstances and adjust security levels 
accordingly.

Symmetry Threat Level Manager™ is a management software module 
that enables building security to be completely recon�gured at the 
click of a button.

It allows security to be enhanced when there is an increased threat 
from criminal or terrorist activities, during �re evacuation or during 
times of limited occupancy, such as holiday or site shutdown periods.

Five threat levels are selectable, each of which can be given its own 
name and color code and customized to provide a different level of 
security. Changing the threat level can determine the card holders 
who are allowed to gain access, the areas they can access and the 
operation of security equipment around the building. If required 
readers can, for example, be switched to card-and-PIN or �ngerprint 
mode and scheduled or conditional operations that are normally used 
to relax site security can be suspended.

The ability to change the level of security prevents unnecessary 
inconvenience at times of low threat, and helps to remind staff to 
maintain vigilance during periods of high threat.

Symmetry Threat Level Manager should be used by any organization 
requiring compatibility with Government policies for managing and 
responding to changes in threat.

KEY FEATURES
 Enables security level to be easily changed to match perceived 
threat

 Provides �ve fully-customizable levels of security
 Allows selective access, depending on threat level
 Enables site security to be enhanced during periods of low 
occupancy (e.g. holiday periods)

 Allows site security to be quickly relaxed during �re or other 
evacuation emergencies

 Executes commands when threat level changes (e.g. sets doors to 
card-and-PIN mode)

 Scheduled and conditional commands can be enabled/disabled, 
depending on threat level

 Provides compatibility with Government threat-level security 
policies
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SPECIFICATIONS

General
 Current threat level is always shown in Symmetry status bar
 De�nable threat level names and colors

Threat Level Change
 Threat level changeable from graphical maps or from the 
Symmetry ribbon bar

 Only authorized users can change current threat level (de�ned in 
Symmetry system options)

 Threat condition authentication option – prompts for username 
and password of two authorized users before threat level can be 
changed

Commands
 An unrestricted number of commands can be set up for each 
threat level (e.g. to lock doors or to set readers to card-and-PIN 
or �ngerprint mode)

 Commands associated with a threat level are automatically 
executed

 Scheduled and conditional commands can be enabled or disabled 
according to threat level

Card Holder Activation
 Card Holder’s screen allows each card holder to have a de�ned 
threat level at which their access will be removed

 Card holder access and individual access rights to selected areas 
can vary according to the threat level

Reports
 Con�guration listing details the threat level command set up
 Scheduled and conditional command con�guration listings show 
assigned threat level

 Card listings indicate each card holder’s threat levels

PURCHASING INFORMATION
 THREAT-LEVEL-V8 - Software Module
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